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(54) Synchronous control system for rotary printing presses

(57) It is an object of the present invention to prevent
waste when printing is made on a paper web threaded
through a detour web path from a printing unit to a fold-
ing unit via other printing units in such a manner that
printing images are changed while the web is being
transported by changing over a plurality of printing units

through which the web is passed. The control section of
each printing units having a detour web path is adapted
so that it can produce a phase correction value so as to
correct a drive reference speed signal with a signal re-
lating to the difference between a drive reference phase
and a corrected phase and a feedback speed signal.
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates generally to a
control system for a rotary printing press, and more par-
ticularly to a synchronous control system for a rotary
printing press having driving means for independently
driving a plurality of printing units and a folding unit for
cutting and folding a printed paper web into predeter-
mined printed images, and control sections for control-
ling the driving means for driving the printing units.
[0002] It is known to configure such a printing press
such that at least one printing unit has (i) a direct web
path running from the printing unit to the folding unit and
(ii) a detour web path running from the printing unit to
the folding unit via other printing units.
[0003] For example, Japanese Published Unexam-
ined Patent Application No. Hei-8(1996)-207233 dis-
closes a rotary printing press of this kind, which com-
prises a plurality of printing units and a folding unit for
cutting and folding a printed paper web into predeter-
mined printing images. Each of the printing and folding
units are driven separately by an independent driving
means. Each of the printing units has a direct web path
running from the printing unit in question directly to the
folding unit, and a detour web path running from the
printing unit to the folding unit via other printing units.
The rotary printing press is capable of printing on the
paper web passed through the detour web path in such
a manner that printing images are changed while the
web is being transported by changing over the printing
units through which the web is passed.
[0004] Japanese Published Unexamined Patent Ap-
plication No. Hei-8(1996)-207233, however, discloses
only a rough outline of the control of the rotary printing
press. In particular, there is no mention in the document
of preliminary measures to cope with changes in the
length of a paper web path from the printing position to
the cutting and folding position before and after the
changeover of the printing units.
[0005] In a rotary printing press having a plurality of
printing units and a folding unit for cutting and folding
the printed paper web into predetermined printing imag-
es, and in which each of the units is driven separately
by independent driving means, reference points are pro-
vided on the printing cylinder of the printing unit and the
rotating cylinder of the folding unit so that when the print-
ing and folding units are rotated, the reference points of
both cylinders are in synchrony with each other to obtain
a reference rotating phase that is a predetermined ro-
tating phase. Based on the reference rotating phase
thus obtained, the rotating speed and the rotating phas-
es of both cylinders are made to agree with each other.
As a result, when the paper web is passed along a par-
ticular web path for which the length up to the cutting
position of the folding unit is predetermined, the position
at which the printing image printed by the printing unit
is to be cut agrees with the position at which the folding
unit cuts the paper web.

[0006] For this reason, changes in the length of the
web path from the printing position to the cutting position
on the folding unit before and after the changeover of
the printing units cause a shift in the position of the cut-
ting line with respect to a predetermined printing image.
This often produces defective prints (waste) in the con-
ventional type of rotary printing press.
[0007] To prevent this, there has been proposed a
method in which the reference rotating phase of the
printing cylinder, particularly the plate cylinder, which is
a driven section of the printing unit, is determined in ac-
cordance with the length from the printing position of the
printing unit to the cutting position of the folding unit for
each paper web path so that the printing cylinder of the
printing unit being changed over is driven at a reference
rotating phase suitable for the paper web path in ques-
tion.
[0008] Each printing unit, however, has a specific ref-
erence rotating phase for a typical direct web path
through which the paper web is usually passed directly
to the folding unit. It is therefore not practical to preset
a reference rotating phase for each paper web path be-
cause of the need for a large number of reference rotat-
ing phases. Furthermore, designating a necessary ref-
erence rotating phase could lead to mistakes in selec-
tion.
[0009] Setting a reference rotating phase for several
detour web paths running by way of other printing units
could increase the risk of mistakes in selection since a
larger number of reference rotating phases might be re-
quired in some cases where a number of direct web
paths for other printing units are set as branches in the
downstream side.
[0010] Even when a reference rotating phase is set
for the printing cylinder of each printing unit to match a
relatively longer path from the printing position of the
printing unit to the cutting position of the folding unit, the
differences in the elongation of travelling paper webs re-
sulting from differences in the physical properties, such
as Young's modulus, of paper webs used could lead to
a significant difference in elongation as accumulated in
the paper web path up to the cutting position of the fold-
ing unit. This could cause a shift in the position of cutting
lines in cutting predetermined printing images on the
web. In the conventional type of rotary printing press, it
has been necessary, therefore, to correct the shift by
operating an adjust roller device provided at the down-
stream end of the paper web path and at the upstream
end of the folding unit.
[0011] With the aforementioned method, the differ-
ences in the elongation of paper webs used, resulting
from differences in their physical properties, may lead
to a significant difference in the cutting position in the
folding unit even when there are no mistakes in selecting
the reference rotating phase. Cases in which there have
been mistakes in selecting the reference rotating phase
are even worse, since they may cause a shift in the po-
sition of cutting lines for cutting printing images, requir-
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ing corrective operations. Furthermore, a large number
of defective prints may be produced while these correc-
tive operations are being carried out.
[0012] The present invention has been conceived tak-
ing into account these problems.
[0013] One aim of the present invention is to prevent
waste when, as printing is actually being carried out, the
images being printed are changed by switching the pa-
per path to be along a detour web path, thereby chang-
ing the printing units through which the paper web is
passed.
[0014] It is another aim of the present invention to
make it possible to overprint printing images on a paper
web, which is passed along a detour web path from an
initial printing unit to the final folding unit via a modified
set of intermediate printers, by simultaneously operating
all the printing units through which the paper web is
passed.
[0015] Accordingly, the present invention proposes
that in a synchronous control system for a rotary printing
press in which driving means for independently driving
a plurality of printing units and a folding unit for cutting
and folding a printed paper web into predetermined
printing images are provided, and control sections for
controlling the driving means for each unit are provided;
at least one printing unit having a direct web path from
the printing unit to the folding unit, and a detour web
path to the folding unit via the other printing units, the
control section of a printing unit having a detour web
path comprises a phase correction value output section
for generating a phase correction value on the basis of
the length of a path between the printing unit in question
and another printing unit in the detour web path, a signal
output section for generating an appropriate signal rep-
resenting a drive reference speed on the basis of a given
drive reference, and a signal output section for gener-
ating an appropriate signal representing a drive refer-
ence phase, and a signal output section for generating
an appropriate signal representing a feedback speed on
the basis of a given feedback signal, and a signal output
section for generating an appropriate signal represent-
ing a corrected phase obtained by correcting the feed-
back speed on the basis of the feedback signal with a
phase correction value,
a control signal is generated by correcting a drive refer-
ence speed signal with a signal relating to the difference
between the drive reference phase and the corrected
phase and a feedback speed signal, and
the drive of the printing unit is controlled by the control
signal.
[0016] When printing is performed on a paper web
passed along a detour web path by changing printing
images by changing over a plurality of printing units
through which the web is passed, or when printing im-
ages are overprinted on a paper web passed along a
detour web path by simultaneously operating a plurality
of printing units through which the paper web is passed,
the present invention exercises control in such a manner

that the rotating phase of the driven part of a printing
unit on the upstream side of the detour web path is in
agreement with, and in synchronism with, the reference
rotating phase of the driven part of the printing unit at a
position at which the paper web leaving the printing unit
directly reaches the folding unit.
[0017] With this control, the positions at which images
are printed by the plurality of printing units through which
the paper web is passed, agree with each other. Con-
sequently, when printing images are changed by chang-
ing over the printing units, no shift is caused in the po-
sitions of cutting lines for cutting the printing images
even after the printing units are changed, since after the
change the printing image is printed at a position at
which the printing image would have been printed be-
fore the change.
[0018] Preferred embodiments of the invention will
now be described with reference to the accompanying
figures, in which:
[0019] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing the first em-
bodiment of a synchronous control system for rotary
printing presses according to the present invention.
[0020] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the second
embodiment of a synchronous control system for rotary
printing presses according to the present invention.
[0021] FIG. 3 is a block diagram showing an example
of the master control section shown in FIGS. 1 and 2.
[0022] FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing an example
of the slave control section shown in FIGS. 2 through 3.
[0023] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the control range designating message transmitted by
the master control section and the response message
transmitted by the slave control section.
[0024] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating an example of
the control message relating to a phase correction value
transmitted by the master control section and the re-
sponse message transmitted by the slave control sec-
tion.
[0025] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a control message for carrying out printing transmitted
by the master control section.
[0026] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a control message for speed matching transmitted by
the master control section.
[0027] FIG. 9 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a control message for acknowledging the agreement of
speed or phase transmitted by the master control sec-
tion and a response message transmitted by. the slave
control section
[0028] FIG. 10 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a control message for rotating-phase agreement trans-
mitted by the master control section.
[0029] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an example of
a control message for speed reduction and stop trans-
mitted by the master control section.
[0030] Reference numeral 1 in the drawings refers to
a master control section, 3 to a slave control section, 5
to a network line, 6 to a rotary encoder with Z phase, 7
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to a signal line, 11 to an input operation section, 12 to a
processing section, 13 to a drive reference setting sec-
tion, 13a to a temporary drive reference setting section,
14 to a master pulse signal output section, 15 to a speed
setting section, 16 to a phase setting section, 17 to a
master network connecting section, 18 to a memory
section, 19 to a power input changeover signal output
section, 31 to a slave network connecting section (drive
reference receiving section), 32 to a drive reference
speed signal output section, 33 to a drive reference
phase signal output section, 34 to a phase difference
detecting section, 35 to a phase difference signal output
section, 36 to a first speed correcting section, 37 to a
corrected phase signal output section, 38 to a feedback
signal receiving section, 39 to a feedback speed signal
output section, 40 to a second speed correcting section,
41 to a motor driver, 42 to a phase correction value out-
put section, 43 to a phase correcting signal output sec-
tion, 142H2 to an inter-printing unit path of a detour web
path, 3444 to an inter-printing unit path of a detour web
path, A to the most downstream-side printing position
on the detour web path of the upstream-side printing unit
on the inter-printing unit path, AD to an adjust roller de-
vice, B to the most upstream-side printing position on
the detour web path of the downstream-side printing unit
on the inter-printing unit path, BC to a blanket cylinder,
CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6 to printing units, FD
to a folding unit, GT to a transmission means, M to a
driving means, P to a printing section, PC to a plating
cylinder, PP to an impression cylinder, and SD to a pow-
er input changeover means.
[0031] As shown in FIG. 1, the first embodiment of the
present invention is a synchronous control system for a
rotary printing press comprising printing units CT1, CT2,
CT3. CT4, CT5 and CT6 each having four printing sec-
tions P, and a folding unit FD for cutting and folding a
printed web into predetermined printing images.
[0032] Each of the printing units CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4,
CT5 and CT6 has a direct web path running from each
of the printing units CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6
directly to the folding unit FD (FIG. 1 shows only web
paths from each of the printing units CT5 and CT6 to the
folding unit FD), and a detour web path running from
each of the printing units CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and
CT6 to the folding unit FD via any of the other printing
units CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6 (FIG. 1 shows
only a web path running from the printing unit CT1 to the
folding unit FD via the printing unit CT2, and a web path
running from the printing unit CT3 to the folding unit FD
via the printing unit CT4),
[0033] Each of the printing sections P in the printing
units CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6 has two sets
of printing couples each comprising a blanket cylinder
BC and a plate cylinder PC. The printing section P has
a printing cylinder moving mechanism (not shown) for
causing a printing cylinder to move to a printing position
at which the blanket cylinders BC of each printing couple
make contact with each other, and to a non-printing po-

sition at which the blanket cylinders BC of each printing
couple separate from each other, and a power input
changeover means SD for operating the printing cylin-
der moving mechanism.
[0034] Each printing couple is such that the plate cyl-
inder PC is driven by the driving means M, such as a
motor, via the transmission means GT, and the blanket
cylinder BC is driven by the driving means M via the
plate cylinder PC, and a transmission means (not
shown) provided between the plate cylinder PC and the
blanket cylinder BC. That is, each of the printing units
CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6 is driven separately
by an independent driving means M.
[0035] The folding unit FD is such that a folding cylin-
der (not shown) is driven by the driving means M via the
transmission means GT, and the other cylinder is driven
by the driving means M via a transmission means (not
shown) provided between the folding cylinder and the
other cylinder.
[0036] There can also be a construction where the
plate cylinder PC or the folding cylinder (not shown) is
driven directly by the output shaft of the driving means
M by omitting the transmission means GT between the
driving means M and the plate cylinder PC or between
the driving means M and the folding cylinder (not
shown).
[0037] The driving means M have #11 - #18, #21 -
#28, #31 - #38, #41 - #48, #51 - #58, #61 - #68, and #99
of the slave control sections 3, and rotary encoders with
Z phase 6 (hereinafter referred to as encoders for short)
for generating a Z-phase pulse signal at every revolu-
tion. The slave control sections 3 are connected to a net-
work line 5 via slave. network connecting sections 31,
as shown in FIG. 4 (the connection between #15 - #18,
#21 - #28, #31 - #38, #41 - #48, #51 - #58, #61 - #64
and #99 of the slave control sections 3, and the network
line 5 is omitted in the figure since it is the same as that
of #11 - #14 and #65 - #68 of the slave control sections
3). In addition, the master control section 1 is connected
to the network line 5.
[0038] There can be a construction where a plurality
of master control sections 1 having functions as will be
described below are provided so that they can be used
by selectively changing them.
[0039] The network line 5 is constructed into a loop
shape so that even when any one part of the network
line 5 fails due to some trouble, signal transmission be-
tween the master control section 1 and #11 - #18, #21 -
#28, #31 - #38, #41 - #48, #51 - #58, and #61 - #68 of
the slave control sections can be maintained by the oth-
er parts.
[0040] The second embodiment shown in FIG. 2 is a
synchronous control system for rotary printing presses
comprising printing units CT4 and CT5 each having four
printing sections P, printing units CT2, CT3 and CT6
each having two printing sections P, a printing unit CT I
having a printing section P, and a folding unit FD for cut-
ting and folding a printed paper web into predetermined
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printing images.
[0041] The printing units CT1 through CT6 have direct
web paths running from each of the printing units CT1
through CT6 directly to the folding unit FD (FIG. 2 shows
only a path running from each of the printing units CT3
and CT4 to the folding unit FD), and detour web paths
running from any one of the printing units CT1 through
CT6 to the folding unit FD via the other printing units
CT1 through CT6 (FIG. 2 shows a web path running
from the printing unit CTI to the folding unit FD via the
printing unit CT2, and a web path running from the print-
ing unit CT6 to the folding unit FD via the printing unit
CT5).
[0042] Each printing section P in the printing units
CT1 through CT6 has two sets of printing couples com-
prising a blanket cylinder BC and a plate cylinder PC,
except for the upper printing section P of the printing
unit CT2 having an impression cylinder PP in addition
to a printing couple of a blanket cylinder BC and a plate
cylinder PC. Each printing couple has power input
changeover means SD similar to that described refer-
ring to FIG. 1.
[0043] The printing couple of each printing section P
is such that the plate cylinder PC thereof is driven by the
driving means M, such as a motor, via a transmission
means GT, and the blanket cylinder BC thereof is driven
by the driving means M via a transmission means (not
shown) provided between the plate cylinder PC and the
blanket cylinder BC. That is, each of the printing units
CT1 through CT6 is driven by an independent driving
means M. The folding unit FD is such that the folding
cylinder FD thereof (not shown) is driven by a driving
means M via a transmission means GT, and the other
cylinder thereof is driven by the driving means M via a
transmission means (not shown) provided between the
folding cylinder and the other cylinder.
[0044] There can be a construction where the trans-
mission means GT provided between the driving means
M and the plate cylinder PC, or between the driving
means M and the folding cylinder (not shown) is omitted,
and the plate cylinder PC or the folding cylinder (not
shown) is driven directly by the output shaft of the driving
means M.
[0045] The driving means M have #11 - #12, #21 -
#23, #31 - #34, #41 - #48, #51 - #58, #61 - #64 and #99
of slave control sections 3, and rotary encoders with Z
phase 6 (hereinafter referred to as an encoder for short)
for generating a Z-phase pulse signal at every revolu-
tion. The slave control section 3 is connected to the net-
work line 5 via a slave network connecting section 31,
which will be described referring to FIG. 3.
[0046] The state of connection of the slave control
sections of #12, #21 - #23, #31 - #34, #41 - #48, #51 -
#58, #61 - #62, and #99 with the network line 5, which
is the same as that of the slave control sections 3 of #11,
and #63 - #64, is omitted in the figure.
[0047] Although a master control section 1 is connect-
ed to the network line 5, there can be a construction

where a plurality of master control sections 1 each hav-
ing functions which will be described in the following are
provided and used by selectively inter-changing them.
The network line 5 is constructed into a loop shape so
that even when any one part of the network line 5 fails
due to some trouble, signal transmission between the
master control section 1 and the slave control sections
3 of # 11 - # 12, #21 - #23, #31 - #34, #41 - #48, #51 -
#58, #61 - #64, and #99 can be maintained by the other
part of the line.
[0048] The master control section 1 comprises an in-
put operation section 11, a driving reference setting sec-
tion 13, a processing section 12, a master network con-
necting section 17, a memory section 18, and a power
input changeover signal output section 19, as in the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 3.
[0049] The input operation section 11 is capable of en-
tering into the memory section 18 the values of path
lengths between the upstream-side printing unit and the
downstream-side printing unit in the detour web path,
that is, the values of the inter-printing unit path lengths,
and also capable of executing initial operations to enter
information on set organization, such as designation of
printing sections to be used, designation of the inter-
printing unit paths to be used in the detour web path, as
well as of entering operation signals, such as the start,
acceleration and deceleration, and stop of the press.
[0050] The memory section 18 stores the values of
inter-printing unit path lengths in each detour web path
entered by the input operation section 11, and phase
correction values for correcting the positions of the driv-
en parts of the printing units in relation to the path length
values.
[0051] The driving reference setting section 13 sets
the driving references for controlling the driving means
M. The processing section 12 prepares a control range
designating message by organizing rotary press sets on
the basis of the set organization information entered by
the input operation section 11, and makes it possible to
carry out operations and driving reference setting from
the input operation section 11. The processing section
12 also reads the length values of the inter-printing unit
paths designated by the memory section 18 on the basis
of the inter-printing unit paths in the designated detour
web path, calculates the phase correction value for cor-
recting the rotating phase of the printing cylinder of the
upstream-side printing unit, or the plate cylinder PC in
this embodiment, so as to match the rotating phase of
the plate cylinder PC of the downstream-side printing
unit, and stores and reads the calculated phase correc-
tion value in the memory section 18. The processing
section 12 also issues an instruction asking the power
input changeover signal output section 19 to generate
a power input changeover signal, as will be described
later.
[0052] The master network connecting section 17
transmits a control range designation message pre-
pared by the processing section 12 to the network line
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5, translates the phase correction value read by the
memory section 18 and the driving reference set by the
drive reference setting section 13 into a control mes-
sage for transmission to the network line 5, and receives
a response message that is response information trans-
mitted by the slave control section 3 to the network line
5.
[0053] The driving reference setting section 13 has a
master pulse signal output section 14, a speed setting
section 15, and a phase setting section 16.
[0054] The master pulse signal output section 14 gen-
erates a first master pulse signal proportional to the
speed value set by the processing section 12 on the ba-
sis of the operation signal, such as the start, accelera-
tion/deceleration and stop of the press, entered by the
input operation section 11, and generates a second
master signal every time a predetermined number of the
first master pulse signals are output. The first and sec-
ond master pulse signals are signals having a frequency
equal to that of the pulse signal generated by the en-
coder 6 provided corresponding to each driving means
M and to that of the Z-phase pulse signal generated by
the encoder 6 when the printing units are operated at a
predetermined speed.
[0055] The speed setting section 15 sets the driving
reference speed of the driving means M on the basis of
the first master pulse signal generated by the master
pulse signal output section 14.
[0056] The phase setting section 16 sets the driving
reference phase of the printing cylinder to be driven by
the driving means M on the basis of the first and second
master pulse signals generated by the master pulse sig-
nal output section 14.
[0057] The power input changeover signal output sec-
tion 19 generates a power input changeover signal
when the changeover conditions are satisfied for each
printing unit for which the power input changeover
means SD provided corresponding to each printing cou-
ple is connected to the signal line 7 (FIGS. 1 and 2 show
a situation in which only the power input changeover
means SD provided for each printing couple on the left
side of the printing unit CT1 and the power input change-
over means SD provided for each printing couple on the
right side of the printing unit CT6, are connected to each
other via the signal line 7); that is, the processing section
12 issues an instruction asking the power input signal
output section 19 to generate a power input changeover
signal when the corrected phase and driving speed of
the printing cylinder agree with the drive reference
phase and the drive reference speed in all the printing
sections P corresponding to the printing unit that is set
to carry out printing by the changeover of printing units.
[0058] The slave control section 3 comprises a slave
network connecting section 31 that also serves as a
drive reference receiving section, a drive reference
speed signal output section 32, a drive reference phase
signal output section 33, a phase correction value output
section 42, a feedback signal receiving section 38, a

phase correction signal output section 43, a feedback
speed signal output section 39, a corrected phase signal
output section 37, a phase difference detecting section
34, a phase difference signal output section 35, a first
speed correcting section 36, a second speed correcting
section 40, and a motor driver 41 as in the case of the
embodiment shown in FIG. 4.
[0059] The slave network connecting section 31,
which is a microcomputer including an interface, re-
ceives via the line network 5 a control range designation
message comprising set organization information trans-
mitted by the master control section 1, and a control
message comprising the drive reference, including the
drive reference speed and the drive reference phase,
and a phase correction value for correcting the rotating
phase of the printing cylinder. The slave network con-
necting section 31 also transmits as necessary a re-
sponse message acknowledging the receipt of a mes-
sage from the master control section 1, detects when
the difference value detected by the phase difference
detecting section 34, which will be described later, be-
comes zero, and transmits a signal indicating that the
corrected phase and drive speed of the printing cylinder
have come into agreement with the drive reference
phase and the drive reference speed.
[0060] The phase correction value output section 42
receives a phase correction value in the control mes-
sage received by the slave network connecting section
31, and sends it to the phase correction signal output
section 43.
[0061] The drive reference speed signal output sec-
tion 32 converts a drive reference speed in the control
message into a drive reference phase signal that is an
analog signal proportional to the speed value entered
by the input operation section 11 and set by the process-
ing section 12, and outputs it.
[0062] The drive reference phase signal output sec-
tion 33 receives a drive reference phase value in the
control message, and outputs it in the form of an appro-
priate signal.
[0063] The feedback signal receiving section 38 re-
ceives a pulse signal produced by the encoder 6 asso-
ciated with the driving means M. The feedback speed
signal output section 39 calculates and converts the
pulse signal produced by the encoder 6 into a driving
speed signal that is an analog signal proportional to the
rotation speed of the driving means M, and generates it
as an output.
[0064] The corrected phase signal output section 37
corrects the rotating phase of the printing cylinder of the
upstream-side printing unit on the inter-printing unit path
in the detour web path on the basis of the pulse signal
generated by the encoder 6 and the phase correction
signal generated by the phase correction signal output
section 43 so as to match the drive reference phase of
the printing cylinder of the downstream-side printing unit
in the inter-printing unit path in the detour web path, and
generates the corrected phase of the printing cylinder
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in the form of an appropriate signal.
[0065] The phase difference detecting section 34 de-
tects a difference between the corrected phase of the
printing cylinder and the drive reference phase on the
basis of the drive reference phase generated by the
drive reference phase signal output section 33 and the
corrected phase signal of the printing cylinder generated
by the corrected phase signal output section 37.
[0066] The phase difference signal output section 35
is a proportional-plus-integer control amplifier for con-
verting the difference detected by the phase difference
detecting section 34 into a phase difference signal that
is an analog signal, and generates it as an output.
[0067] The first speed correcting section 36 corrects
the drive reference speed signal generated by the drive
reference speed signal output section 32 on the basis
of the phase difference signal generated by the phase
difference signal output section 35.
[0068] The second speed correcting section 40 cor-
rects the first corrected speed signal corrected by the
first speed correcting section 36 on the basis of the drive
speed signal for the driving means M generated by the
feedback speed signal output section 39.
[0069] The motor driver 41 supplies drive power to the
driving means M on the basis of the second correction
signal corrected by the second speed correcting section
40.
[0070] The control by the synchronous control system
will now be described.
[0071] Prior to the printing operation by the rotary
press, the length from the most downstream-side print-
ing position A on the detour web path for the upstream-
side printing units to the most upstream-side printing po-
sition B the detour web path for the downstream-side
printing units, that is, the length value L of the inter-print-
ing unit path, is entered for all the inter-printing unit
paths to be used in the detour web path by the input
operation section 11 of the master control section 1, and
stored in the memory section 18.
[0072] When the length value L of the inter-printing
unit path is entered, the processing section 12 obtains
the difference Xn between the drive reference phase of
the printing cylinder at the printing position of the up-
stream-side printing unit in the inter-printing unit path
and the drive reference phase of the printing cylinder at
the printing position of the downstream-side printing
unit. In this case, said difference Xn is expressed as the
number of output pulses of the encoder 6 generated by
the rotation of the driving means M using Equation (1).

where

K: A predetermined number that is determined by
the ratio between the revolution of the driven part
and the encoder 6, which will be described later

Xn = K x M0 x (Ln/L0 - FIX(Ln/L0)} - Ma (1)

M0: The number of pulses generated by the encod-
er 6 during one revolution

Ln: The length of an inter-printing unit path

L0: The outer circumferential length of the blanket
cylinder BC

FIX(Ln/L0): The integer value of Ln/L0

Ma: A predetermined value obtained by converting
the difference between the drive reference phase of
the plate cylinder of the most upstream-side printing
couple of the downstream-side printing unit in the
inter-printing unit path and the drive reference
phase of the plate cylinder of the most downstream-
side printing couple of the upstream-side printing
unit in the inter-printing unit path into the number Of
output pulses of the encoder 6.

[0073] The difference Xn obtained is stored as a
phase corrected value in the memory section 18.
[0074] Next, the information on set organization,
which designates the printing unit and the folding unit to
be controlled in synchrony by the master control section
1 during the printing operation, and the inter-printing unit
path during the printing operation, is entered from the
input operation section 11 of the master control section
1.
[0075] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 1, for exam-
ple, the set organization information is entered into the
master control section 1. By means of this information
synchronous control is carried out in the master control
section 1 in such a manner that the printing units CT1
through CT6 and the folding unit FD are put together as
a set, and the paper web passed through the four print-
ing sections P of the printing unit CT1 is threaded
through the inter-printing unit path 142H2 running
through the upper two printing sections P of the printing
unit CT2, while the paper web passed through the four
printing sections of the printing unit CT3 is threaded
through the inter-printing unit path 3444 passing through
the four printing sections of the printing unit CT4.
[0076] With this input, the processing section 12 of the
master control section 1 transmits a control range des-
ignating message comprising ASCII codes to #11 - #18,
#23, #24, #27, #28, #31 - #38, #41 - #48, #51 - #58, #61
- #68, and #99 of the slave control sections 3, via the
master network connecting section 17 and the network
line 5.
[0077] The control range designating message com-
prises a text in which a control code "F," "MC1" repre-
senting a master control section, "CS11" through "CS68'
and "CS99" representing node numbers of #11 - #18,
#23, #24, #27, #28, #31 - #38, #41 - #48, #51 -#58, #61
- #68 and #99 of the slave control sections 3 for the print-
ing couples as the control range in question, are inserted
between the start code "STX" and the end code "ETX"
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of the message, with a block check "BCC" attached to
the text, as shown in FIG. 5.
[0078] Upon receipt of the control range designating
message, the slave control section 3 returns a response
message to the master control section 1 via the network
line 5 to acknowledge the receipt of the control range
designating message. The response message compris-
es "ACK" indicating the response message, and the
node number of the responding slave control section 3.
[0079] Next, the processing section 12 reads from the
memory section 18 a phase correction value for each
inter-printing unit path as it is entered, and reduces the
read value into a control message comprising ASCII
codes, and transmits the control message to #11 - #18
of the slave control sections 3 of the upstream-side print-
ing unit CT1, and #31 , #38 of CT3 on the inter-printing
unit path via the master network connecting section 17
and the network line 5.
[0080] Transmission of this control message is carried
out sequentially to each slave control section 3 while re-
ceiving a response message, which will be described
later, from the slave control section 3 that is the desti-
nation of the control message.
[0081] That is, this control message comprises a text
having "G" indicating that this message is a phase cor-
rection value, "MC1" indicating a master control section,
any of "CS11" - "CS18" and "CS31" - "CS38" indicating
destinations, and "V4", "V3", "V2" and "V1" indicating
phase correction values, all inserted between the start
code "STX" and the end code "ETX" of the message,
with a block cheek "BCC" added to the text sentence,
as shown in FIG. 6, for example. It should be noted that
"V4" to "V1" use ASCII codes from "0" to "9" and from
"A" to "F," and that the phase correction value in the
message used here as an example comprises 4 bytes,
for example. It should also be noted that the phase cor-
rection value transmitted to "CS11" - "CS18" is usually
different from the phase correction value transmitted to
"CS31" - "CS38".
[0082] Each slave control section 3, to which a control
message which is a phase correction value is transmit-
ted, returns to the master control section 1 a response
message acknowledging the receipt of the control mes-
sage. This response message comprises "ACK' indicat-
ing that it is a response message, and its own node
number indicating the slave control section that re-
sponded. In this way, control and response messages
are sent and received sequentially to each slave control
section 3.
[0083] The phase correction value Xn sent to the
slave control section 3 is registered in the phase correc-
tion value output section 42 via the slave network con-
necting section 31. It is then entered from the phase cor-
rection value output section 42 into the phase correction
signal output section 43. The phase correction signal
output section 43 is a counter, which determines the val-
ue of the difference (M0 - Xn) between the entered
phase correction value Xn and the number of output

pulses M0 generated by the encoder 6, at every revolu-
tion. The function of the section 43 is to count pulses up
to this number (M0 - Xn). In any slave control section 3
to which no phase correction value is sent, the value
which the phase correction signal output section 43
counts up to is set as "0".
[0084] These settings enable the master control sec-
tion 1 to carry out the synchronous control of any rotary
printing press for which set organization has been com-
pleted.
[0085] The synchronous control is such that the input
operation section 11 of the master control section 1 is
first switched to an operation signal input enable state,
and then any subset of units, (for example, the printing
units CT2, CT4, CT5, CT6, and the folding unit FD) are
designated. Start, acceleration/deceleration, stop and
other operation signals are transmitted from the input
operation section 11.
[0086] When an operation signal is input to the
processing section 12, section 12 sends a speed value
corresponding to the entered operation signal to the
master pulse signal output section 14 of the drive refer-
ence setting section 13. This permits the master pulse
signal output section 14 to produce a first master pulse
signal corresponding to the set speed, and to produce
a second master pulse signal every time a predeter-
mined number of the first master pulse signals are pro-
duced. The first and second master pulse signals are
signals having a frequency equal to that of the pulse sig-
nal produced by the encoder 6 provided corresponding
to each driving means M and that of the Z-phase pulse
signal produced by the encoder 6 when the rotary press
is operated at the set speed.
[0087] As the master pulse signal output section 14
starts generating the aforementioned signals, the speed
setting section 15 and the phase setting section 16 of
the drive reference setting section 13 integrate pulse
outputs generated by the master pulse signal output
section 14. Specifically, the speed setting section 15 in-
tegrates the first master pulse signals, until the integrat-
ed value is cleared by the second pulse signals. The
phase setting section 16 integrates the first and second
master pulse signals. The integrated value of the first
master pulse signals is cleared by the second master
pulse signal, and the integrated value of the second
master pulse signals is cleared every time the integrated
value reaches a predetermined number.
[0088] The predetermined number at which the inte-
grated value of the second master pulse signals is
cleared is predetermined on the basis of the ratio of the
revolutions of the driven part and the encoder 6. If the
encoder 6 makes four turns while the driven part makes
one turn, the predetermined number is "'4", whereas if
the encoder 6 makes one turn while the driven part
makes one turn, the predetermined number is "1". That
is, the phase setting section 16 does not necessarily
have to count the second master pulse signals in the
latter case.
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[0089] The integrated values produced by sections 15
and 16 (together with any integrated values produced
by a temporary drive reference setting section 13a,
which will be described later) are sent as control mes-
sages to the slave control sections 3 which are being
from the master network connecting section 17 via the
network line 5 at predetermined periods (every 100 mi-
croseconds, for example).
[0090] The control message comprises: a text having
a control code "P" indicating that the message is a drive
reference; "MC1" indicating the master control section;
node numbers "CS23", "CS24", "CS27", "CS28",
"CS41" to "CS48", "CS51" to "CS58," "CS61" to "CS68,"
and "CS99" representing the printing couples of the set
of controlled units consisting of printing units CT2, CT4,
CT5 and CT6, and the folding unit FD, that is, #23, #24,
#27, #28, #41 - #48, #51 - #58, #61 - #68, and #99; "V8"
to "V5" representing the drive reference speed, and "V4"
to "V1" representing the drive reference phase. The con-
trol message is inserted between the start code "STX"
and the end code "ETX", with a block check "BCC" at-
tached to the text. "V8" to "V1" consist of ASCII symbols
"0" to "9" and "A" to "F". Both the drive reference speed
and the drive reference phase may comprise 4 bytes,
for example, in the message shown.
[0091] These messages (including messages that will
be described in the following) may be transmitted to the
network line 5 at a rate of 20 megabits per second, for
example.
[0092] Upon receipt of the control message, each
slave control section 3 sends the drive reference speed
to the drive reference speed signal output section 32,
and the drive reference phase to the drive reference
phase signal output section 33 for further processing.
[0093] The drive reference speed signal output sec-
tion 32, into which the drive reference speed is entered,
uses the following equation (2) to obtain a value S1 pro-
portional to the speed value set by the processing sec-
tion 12, and generates an analog signal corresponding
to S1 as a drive reference speed signal.

where Y2 is the drive reference speed that has just been
entered to the drive reference speed signal output sec-
tion 32; Y1 is the drive reference speed which was en-
tered immediately before Y2; and T is a predetermined
time interval in which the master control section 1 sends
the control message.
[0094] When the integrated value of the first master
pulse signals in the speed setting section 15 is reset by
the second master pulse signal, it may happen that Y1
> Y2, and as a result, S1 < 0. In such a case, S1 is ob-
tained by calculating the following equation.

S1 = (Y2 - Y1 )/T (2)

S1 = (Ym + Y2 - Y1)/T

where Ym is the number of the first master pulses need-
ed for each second master pulse signal to be generated,
and it is a predetermined value.
[0095] The drive reference phase signal output sec-
tion 33, into which the drive reference phase has been
entered, replaces the previous drive reference phase
with a drive reference phase that has just been entered,
and generates a signal representing the new drive ref-
erence phase.
[0096] Aside from this, an output pulse signal of the
encoder 6 connected to the driving means M corre-
sponding to the slave control section 3 is entered into
the feedback signal receiving section 38 and the phase
correction signal output section 43; the output pulse sig-
nal sent to the feedback signal receiving section 38 is
processed in the corrected phase signal output section
37 and the feedback speed signal output section 39,
while the output pulse signal sent to the phase correc-
tion signal output section 43 is processed to generate a
phase correction signal.
[0097] Specifically, the phase correction signal output
section 43, in which the value (M0 - Xn) has been set
as described before, starts counting the pulse signals of
the encoder 6 as Z-phase pulse signals from the encod-
er 6 are entered into it. Upon the counting (M0 - Xn)
phase signals, section 43 generates a phase correction
signal. That is, the phase correction signal output sec-
tion 43 generates a phase correction signal which is de-
layed relative to the Z-phase pulse signal of the encoder
6 by (MO - Xn) pulse signals (in other words, the phase
correction signal is obtained by advancing the Z-phase
pulse signal of the encoder 6 by Xn pulse signals from
the encoder). Using this phase correction signal, the
drive reference phase of the printing cylinder at a print-
ing position of the upstream-side printing unit on the in-
ter-printing unit path of the detour web path can be made
to agree with the drive reference phase of the printing
cylinder at a printing position of the downstream-side
printing unit on the inter-printing unit path, by advancing
it by Xn encoder pulse signals from the original drive
reference phase. Consequently, the difference between
the drive reference phases at the respective printing po-
sitions of the printing cylinder at the upstream-side print-
ing unit and at the downstream-side printing unit for a
paper web running on the inter-printing unit path can be
reduced or even eliminated, so that the printing posi-
tions on the paper web of the printing cylinders of both
printing units can be made to agree with each other.
[0098] In the case that a value to be counted is "0",
that is, if the printing unit and the folding unit print on a
paper web which is not passed through a detour path,
the timing of the phase correction signal agrees with the
timing of the Z-phase pulse signal of the encoder 6.
[0099] The corrected phase signal output section 37
adds up the pulse signals generated by the encoder 6
and the phase correction signals generated by the
phase correction signal output section 43, and outputs
the integrated value as a corrected phase signal that has
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corrected the rotating phase of the driving section. In the
integrating operation carried out by the corrected phase
signal output section 37, the integrated value of pulse
signals is cleared by the phase correction signal, while
the integrated value of phase correction signals is
cleared every time the integrated value becomes a pre-
determined number.
[0100] The predetermined number at which the inte-
grated value is cleared is predetermined on the basis of
the ratio of the revolution of the driven part and the rev-
olution of the encoder 6, as in the case where the inte-
grated value of the second master pulse signals in the
phase setting section 16 are cleared.
[0101] The feedback speed signal output section 39
adds up the pulse signals produced by the encoder 6,
and every time the slave network connecting section 31
receives a control message, obtains a value S2 propor-
tional to the rotating speed of the driving means M by
calculating

where Y4 is the integrated value at that time, Y3 is the
integrated value at the time when the immediately pre-
ceding message was received, and T is a predeter-
mined time interval for the master control section 1 to
send the control message. The feedback speed signal
output section 39 then produces an analog signal cor-
responding to this value S2 as a drive speed signal.
When the integrated value of pulse signals in the feed-
back speed signal output section 39 is reset by the Z-
phase pulse signal, it may happen that Y3 > Y4, and
accordingly S2 < 0. In such a case, S2 can be obtained
by calculating

where Ym is a predetermined value which is the number
of pulse outputs produced by the encoder 6 within the
time interval in which two preceding and succeeding Z-
phase pulse signals are produced.
[0102] Moreover, in the slave control section 3, the
drive power sent from the motor driver 41 to the driving
means M is corrected every time the slave network con-
necting section 31 receives a control message.
[0103] The details are as follows.
[0104] Every time the slave network connecting sec-
tion 31 receives the aforementioned control message,
the drive reference phase signal output section 33 pro-
duces a drive reference phase signal, as described
above. This drive reference phase signal is entered into
the phase difference detecting section 34 where the cor-
rected phase signal for the rotating phase of the driven
part produced by the corrected phase signal output sec-
tion 37 has been entered in advance.
[0105] The phase difference detecting section 34

S2 = (Y4 - Y3)/T

S2 = (Ym + Y4 - Y3)/T,

therefore obtains a difference between the drive refer-
ence phase and the corrected phase of the rotating
phase of the driven part every time a drive reference
phase signal is entered, and outputs the difference thus
obtained as an output to the phase difference signal out-
put section 35 which is an integrating amplifier. This al-
lows the phase difference signal output section 35 to
produce as a phase difference signal an analog signal
corresponding to the difference entered.
[0106] As described earlier, every time the slave net-
work connecting section 31 receives the aforemen-
tioned control message, the drive reference speed sig-
nal output section 32 outputs a drive reference speed
signal that is an analog signal proportional to the speed
value set by the processing section 12, and the feed-
back speed signal output section 39 outputs a drive
speed signal that is an analog signal proportional to the
rotating speed of the driving means M. The aforemen-
tioned drive reference speed signal is corrected by the
phase difference signal into a first correction signal in
the first speed correcting section 36, and also corrected
by the drive speed signal into a second correction signal
in the second speed correcting section 40. This second
correction signal is entered into the motor driver 41.
[0107] Upon receipt of the second correcting signal,
the motor driver 41 corrects the drive power to be fed to
the driving means M so as to make it consistent with the
second correction signal.
[0108] With the aforementioned control, the driven
sections of the printing units CT2, CT4, CT5 and CT6,
and the folding unit FD, that is, the set of rotary presses
which are being controlled by the embodiment, are put
into synchronous operation in which their rotating phase
and speed agree with each other.
[0109] Next, we will describe the control of the oper-
ation to change over from the printing unit CT2 to the
printing unit CT1, and from the printing unit CT4 to the
printing unit CT3 so as to change the images being print-
ed.
[0110] First, an instruction is given from the input op-
eration section 11 of the master control section 1 to
change over from the printing unit CT2 to the printing
unit CT1, and from the printing unit CT4 to the printing
unit CT3. The processing section 12 creates a tempo-
rary drive reference setting section 13a corresponding
to the printing units CT1 and CT3. The temporary drive
reference setting section 13a sets the drive reference
speed and a temporary rotating phase so as to carry out
a predetermined sequential acceleration to cause the
rotating speed of the printing cylinders of the printing
units CT1 and CT3 to agree with the rotating speed of
the printing cylinders of the currently operating printing
units CT2 and CT4. The drive reference set by the tem-
porary drive reference setting section 13a is sent as a
control message to the network line 5.
[0111] As shown in FIG. 8, this control message com-
prises a text sentence by inserting between the start
code "STK' and the end code "ETX" a control code "P"
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indicating that the message is a drive reference, "MC1"
indicating a master control section, "CS11" to "CS18"
and "CS31" to "CS38" indicating the node numbers of
#11 - #18 and #31 - #38 of the slave control sections 3
for the printing couples that are in the control range, "V8"
to "V5" indicating the drive reference speed, and "V4"
to "V1" indicating temporary drive reference phases.
The text sentence is followed by the block check "BCC."
[0112] "V8" to "V1" use ASCII codes of "0" to "9" and
"A" to "F" and each of the drive reference speed and the
temporary drive reference phase in the message shown
here may comprise four bytes, for example.
[0113] The drive reference speed increases during a
predetermined time until it reaches the printing speed of
the currently operating printing units CT2, CT4, CT5 and
CT6.
[0114] The drive reference phase in this control is
made "temporary" because this control does not per-
form a control in which the rotating phase of the printing
cylinders of the printing units CT1 and CT3 is not caused
to agree with the rotating phase of the printing cylinders
of the currently operating printing units CT2, CT4, CT5
and CT6.
[0115] As aforementioned above, the control per-
formed by the embodiment causes the rotating speed
of the printing cylinders of the printing units CT1 and
CT3 to agree with the rotating speed of the printing cyl-
inders of the currently operating printing units CT2, CT4,
CT5 and CT6. That is, the outputs of the respective
phase difference detecting sections 34 provided in #11
- #18, and #31 -#38 of the slave control sections 3 for
the printing couples of the printing units CT1 and CT3
become "0" (where there is no difference between the
corrected phase of the printing couples and the tempo-
rary drive reference phase in a state where the feedback
speed of the printing couples agrees with the drive ref-
erence speed) when the drive reference speed in the
control message shown in FIG. 8 agrees with the drive
reference speed in the control message controlling the
printing units CT2, CT4, CT5 and CT6. As a result, when
the slave control sections 3 transmit a signal informing
that the feedback speed and the drive reference speed
agree with each other via the network line 5 using the
slave network connecting section 31, the master control
section 1 transmits a control message acknowledging
the agreement of the speeds.
[0116] The control message for acknowledging the
agreement of speeds is as shown in FIG. 9.
[0117] That is, the control message for acknowledg-
ing the agreement of speeds has the same construction
as the control message shown in FIG. 8, except that the
control code is a control code "B" indicating that this
message is for asking judgement as to the agreement
of the drive reference and the actual driving state.
[0118] Upon receipt of such a control message indi-
cating the agreement of speeds, the slave control sec-
tion 3 judges the agreement of the drive reference and
the actual driving state and transmits a response mes-

sage. This response message comprises "ACK' indicat-
ing that it is a response message, and its own node
number indicating the slave control sections 3 involved.
[0119] Upon receipt of the response message relating
to the agreement of speeds from the slave control sec-
tions 3 involved, the master control section 1 performs
control to cause the rotating phase of the rotating cylin-
ders of the printing units CT1 and CT3 to agree with the
rotating phase of the printing cylinders of the currently
operating printing units CT2, CT4, CT5 and CT6.
[0120] That is, the master control section 1, which re-
ceives the response message relating to the agreement
of speeds from the slave control sections 3 involved,
transmits a control message controlling all the printing
units of the set of printing units being controlled, on the
basis of the drive reference set by the drive reference
setting section 13.
[0121] As shown in FIG. 10, this control message
comprises a text sentence by inserting a control code
"P" indicating that this message is a drive reference,
"MC1" indicating a master control section, "CS11" to
"CS18", "CS23", "CS24", "CS27", "CS28", "CS31" to
"CS38", "CS41" to "CS48", "CS51" to "CS58", "CS61"
to "CS68" and "CS99" indicating the node numbers of
the printing couples and folding units corresponding to
the printing units CT1, CT2, CT3, CT4, CT5 and CT6,
and #11 - #18, #23, #24, #27, #28, #31 - #38, #41 - #48,
#51 - #58, #61 - #68 and #99 of the slave control sec-
tions 3, 'V8" to "V5" indicating drive reference speeds,
and "V4" to "V1" indicating drive reference phases be-
tween the start code "STX' and end code "EXT" of the
message. The text sentence is followed by a block
cheek "BCC."
[0122] "V8" to "V5" use ASCII codes of "0" to "9" and
"A" to "F", and both the drive reference speeds and the
drive reference phases in the text sentence shown com-
prise 4 bytes, for example.
[0123] When the transmission of this control message
is started, the control message for transmitting the drive
reference set by the aforementioned temporary drive
reference setting section 13a is stopped.
[0124] When this control causes the rotating phase of
the printing cylinders of the printing units CT1 and CT3
to agree with the rotating phase of the printing cylinders
of the currently operating printing units CT2, CT4, CT5
and CT6, (that is, when with the control exercised by the
control message shown in FIG. 10, the outputs of the
phase difference detecting sections 34 of #11 - #18, and
#31 - #38 of the slave control sections 3 for the printing
couples of the printing units CT1 and CT3 become zero
(a state in which the feedback speed of the printing cou-
ples agrees with the drive reference speed, or in which
there is no difference between the corrected phase of
the printing couples and the drive reference phase)), the
slave control sections 3 uses the slave network connect-
ing section 31 to transmit via the network line 5 a signal
indicating that the corrected phase agrees with the drive
reference phase. Then the master control section 1
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transmits a control message acknowledging the agree-
ment of phases.
[0125] The control message for acknowledging the
phase agreement has the same construction as the con-
trol message for acknowledging the speed agreement
(refer to FIG. 9). The drive reference speed set by the
drive reference setting section 13 is assigned to "V8" to
"V5" in the message acknowledging the phase agree-
ment, while the drive reference phase set by the drive
reference setting section 13 is assigned to "V4" to "V1".
[0126] The slave control section 3 that has received
the control message for acknowledging the phase
agreement confirms that the actual driving state agrees
with the drive reference, and sends a response mes-
sage, which is the same as the response message to
the control message for acknowledging the speed
agreement, as described earlier.
[0127] Upon acknowledging the agreement of the ro-
tating speed and phase of the driven part of the printing
units CT1 and CT3 with the rotating speed and phase
of the driven part of the currently operating printing units
CT2, CT4, CT5, CT6 and the folding unit FD as a result
of the aforementioned control, the master control sec-
tion 1 produces a power input changeover signal for
changing the printing units.
[0128] That is, the processing section 12 of the master
control section 1 issues an instruction asking the power
input changeover signal output section 19 to output a
power input changeover signal.
[0129] Upon receipt of the instruction to output the
power input changeover signal, the power input change-
over signal output section 19 produces a power input
changeover signal to the power input changeover
means SD corresponding to the printing couples of the
printing units CT1, CT2, CT3 and CT4 via the signal line
7.
[0130] Upon receipt of the power input changeover
signal, the power input changeover means SD then
changes over the input to operate a printing cylinder
transfer mechanism, thereby transferring to the non-
printing position the printing couples of the printing units
CT2 and CT4 that have been in the printing position,
and also transferring to the printing position the printing
couples of the printing units CT1 and CT3 that have
been in the non-printing position. In this way, the printing
images are changed by the rotary press sets within the
designated range.
[0131] After the printing images have been changed,
the printing image of the printing unit CT1 is now printed
at the position where the printing image of the printing
unit CT2 would have to be printed, and the printing im-
age of the printing unit CT3 is printed at the position
where the printing image of the printing unit CT4 would
have to be printed. As a result, the cutting lines by the
folding unit FD never interfere with the changed printing
images.
[0132] After the lapse of a predetermined time enough
to complete the operation of the power input changeover

means SD, the processing section 12 of the master con-
trol section 1 causes the printing units CT2 and CT4 to
stop. That is, the temporary drive reference setting sec-
tion 13a sets the drive reference speed and the tempo-
rary drive reference phase so that the rotating speed of
the printing cylinders of the printing units CT2 and CT4
is caused to follow a predetermined sequential deceler-
ation and finally to stop operation, and performs control
to decelerate and stop the rotating printing couples of
the printing units CT2 and CT4 in accordance with the
settings.
[0133] This control is the same as the control for se-
quential acceleration of the rotating speed of the printing
cylinders of the printing units CT1 and CT3, except that
the objects being controlled are the printing units CT2
(the upper two printing sections P) and CT4, and that
the drive reference speed is decreased at each prede-
termined time down to zero. The control message is as
shown in FIG. 11, and has the same construction as that
shown in FIG. 8, though there are some differences in
terms of the aforementioned two points.
[0134] With the above operations, printing images
can be changed without stopping any sets of rotary
presses.
[0135] In the foregoing, a control method has been
described, in which the printing units CT2 and CT4 are
first put into operation, and then the printing unit CT2 is
changed to the printing unit CT1, and then the printing
unit CT4 to the printing unit CT3. It is obvious that print-
ing images can be changed with a similar control even
when the order of the printing units that are first put into
operation and the printing units that are changed over
is reversed, and that printing images can be changed
with a similar control for rotary presses in the second
embodiment shown in FIG. 2.
[0136] In a rotary printing press in which each of the
printing units is driven by an independent driving means,
the synchronous printing system according to the
present invention can perform control so that printing
can be accomplished on a paper web that is passed
through a detour web path from a printing unit to a fold-
ing unit via another printing unit while registering the
printing images by simultaneously bringing a plurality of
the printing units through which the paper web is passed
into printing operation. It is therefore very easy to over-
print a single image with six types of color ink by causing
the printing units CT1 and CT2 of the rotary press shown
in FIG. 1 to simultaneously operate. With such a printing
operation, it is quite easy to print a printing image by
adding special ink, such as scented ink or fluorescent
ink, to ordinary black, cyan, magenta and yellow ink.
This results in printed matter having high commercial
value.
[0137] As described above, the present invention
makes it possible to carry out printing on a paper web
that is threaded through a detour web path from a print-
ing unit to a folding unit via another printing unit in a ro-
tary printing press where each of printing units is driven
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by an independent driving means. The printed images
are changed by changing over a plurality of printing units
through which the paper web is passed without stopping
the rotary printing press. Paper waste due to mismatch-
ing of printing images and cutting position is eliminated
because there is no fear of the cutting position of the
folding unit of the paper web interfering with the printing
image printed on the paper web even after the printing
images are changed as a result of the changeover of
the printing units, since the printing position of the print-
ing image by the printing unit that is first put into printing
operation agrees with the printing position of the printing
image by the printing unit that is put into printing oper-
ation later. Thus, the production cost of printed matter
can be substantially reduced.
[0138] The present invention also makes it possible
to print a printing image on a paper web by simultane-
ously putting a plurality of printing units through which
the paper web is passed into printing operation in the
aforementioned paper threading state.
[0139] In this printing operation, therefore, printed
matter having high commercial value can be produced
with a very easy operation by adding special ink, such
as scented ink and fluorescent ink, to ordinary black, cy-
an, magenta and yellow ink.

Claims

1. A synchronous control system for a rotary printing
press comprising:

(a) driving means provided for independently
driving each of

(i) a plurality of printing units, and

(ii) a folding unit (FD) for cutting and folding
a printed paper web into predetermined
printing images;

(b) a control section (3) for controlling each of
the driving means (M, GT) for said printing and
folding units; and

(c) at least one printing unit having a direct web
path running from said one printing unit directly
to said folding unit (FD), and a detour web path
(142H2, 3442) running to said folding unit (FD)
via other printing units,

characterized in that said control section (3) for said
at least one printing unit comprises:

a phase correction value output section (42) for
outputting a phase correction value on the ba-
sis of the length of a path between said at least
one printing unit and another printing unit in

said detour web path,

a first signal output section (32) for receiving a
drive reference signal, and using the drive ref-
erence signal to produce a drive reference
speed signal representing a drive reference
speed,

a second signal output section (33) for receiv-
ing said drive reference signal, and using the
drive reference signal to produce a drive refer-
ence phase signal representing a drive refer-
ence phase,

a third signal output section (39) for using a
feedback signal indicating the state of said
drive means (M, GT) to produce a feedback
speed signal representing a feedback speed,
and

a fourth signal output section (37, 43) for ob-
taining a corrected phase signal representing a
corrected phase, by correcting a phase derived
from the feedback signal using the phase cor-
rection value;

the system producing a control signal by correcting
the drive reference speed signal using (i) a signal
relating to a difference between said drive reference
phase and said corrected phase, said difference be-
ing derived using said drive reference phase signal
and said corrected phase signal, and (ii) said feed-
back speed signal, and controlling the drive means
of said at least one printing unit using the control
signal.

2. A synchronous control system for a rotary printing
press comprising:

(a) driving means provided for independently
driving each of

(i) a plurality of printing units,

(ii) a folding unit (FD) for cutting and folding
a printed paper web into predetermined
printing images;

(b) a control section (3) for controlling each of
the driving means (M, GT) for said printing and
folding units; and

(c) at least one printing unit having a direct web
path running from said one printing unit directly
to said folding unit, and a detour web path run-
ning to said folding unit via other printing units,

characterized in that said control section for said at
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least one printing unit comprises:

a drive reference signal receiving section (31),

a drive reference speed signal output section
(32) for producing a drive reference speed sig-
nal representing a drive reference speed on the
basis of the drive reference signal,

a drive reference phase signal output section
(33) for producing a drive reference phase sig-
nal relating to a drive reference phase on the
basis of the drive reference signal,

a feedback signal receiving section (38) for re-
ceiving a feedback signal indicating the operat-
ing state of said printing unit,

a feedback speed signal output section (39) for
producing a signal relating to a feedback speed
on the basis of said feedback signal,

a phase correction signal output section (43) for
producing a phase correction signal correcting
a feedback phase derived from said feedback
signal,

a corrected phase signal output section (37) for
producing a corrected phase signal relating to
a corrected phase by correcting the feedback
signal on the basis of said phase correction sig-
nal,

a phase correction value output section (42) for
producing a phase correction value on the ba-
sis of the length of an inter-printing unit path
running from said at least one printing unit to
another printing unit in said detour web path,

a phase difference detecting section (34) for
producing a phase difference signal represent-
ing a phase difference between said drive ref-
erence phase and said corrected phase using
said drive reference phase signal and said cor-
rected phase signal, and

a phase difference signal output section (35) for
producing a signal relating to the phase differ-
ence detected by said phase difference detect-
ing section (34);

the system obtaining a control signal by correcting
said drive reference speed signal on the basis of
the phase difference signal, and controlling a motor
driver (M) of said driving means for said at least one
printing unit using said control signal.

3. A synchronous control system according to claim 1

or claim 2 wherein each of said printing units has a
plurality of driven parts (PC, BC), and the driving
means are provided for driving said driven parts
(PC, BC), and respective control sections (3) are
provided for controlling the driving means (M, GT)
of each driven part.

4. A synchronous control system according to any of
claims 1 to 3 wherein control section (3) of said at
least one printing unit is at least one slave control
section (3) subordinated to a master control section
(1), and said master control section (1) is arranged
to transmit drive references, including a drive refer-
ence speed and a drive reference phase.

5. A synchronous control system for rotary printing
presses according to claim 4 wherein each of said
master control section (1) and said slave control
sections (3) have a network connecting section (17,
31), and are connected to each other with a network
line (5).

6. A synchronous control system for rotary printing
presses according to claim 4 or claim 5 wherein said
master control section (1) comprises an input oper-
ation section (11) for entering information needed
to operate the rotary printing press, a processing
section (12) for operating other components by
processing the information entered from said input
operation section (11), and controlling the transmis-
sion and reception of signals to and from said slave
control sections (3), a memory section (18) for stor-
ing values for correcting the phase of said driven
parts of said printing units in relation to the length
of an inter-printing unit path running from said print-
ing unit in said detour web path to another printing
unit, and a drive reference setting section (13) for
setting a drive reference phase and a drive refer-
ence speed.

7. A synchronous control system for rotary printing
presses according to claim 6 wherein said drive ref-
erence setting section (13) comprises a master
pulse signal output section (14) for outputting a first
master pulse signal and a second pulse signal eve-
ry time a predetermined number for said first master
pulse signals have been output, a speed setting
section (15) for setting a drive reference speed on
the basis of said first master pulse signal, and a
phase setting section (16) for setting a drive refer-
ence phase on the basis of said first master pulse
signal and said second master pulse signal.
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